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ABOUT SICURIT

A 45+ Years Long Experience

Sicurit Perimeter Protection Systems, a dedicated division of SICURIT 
Alarmitalia Spa, has been producing and distributing security systems 
since 1971. 

The Company is a recognized leader in the Italian market, and since 
2000, has been  exporting its Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems 
(PIDS) to what has now grown to more than 30 countries.

R&D

At SICURIT new product development is ongoing and  
proactive. Our central objective is to provide the security 
industry with the latest technologies that guarantee 
unparalleled performance and seamless integration into 
existing or new security applications.

QUALITY (ISO9001-2008)

Given the nature of our sensitive government and military 
clients, we are committed to achieve and maintain the 
highest quality standards for products and services. 

Typically, these will exceed generic industry benchmarks 
for reliability and performance, by a considerable margin.

INTRODUCTION



INTRODUCTION

Starting from ancient history, fortifications has been necessary for many cities to protect their citizens 
against invaders coming from neighboring territories. Depending on their sizes, up to hundreds or even 
thousand or soldiers had the task to monitor perimeter fortifications and inform when attacked.

Nowadays  same security principle are adopted to protect business and private assets but rudimentary 
fortifications has been replaced with boundary fences and soldiers has been replaced with combined 
sensors and CCTV cameras to better support external threats.

Being the first line of protection, the application of sensors on boundary fences can provide security 
operators with clear information about any suspicious activity or breach along it.

PERIDECT and PERIDECT PLUS have been designed to better support security operators and consequent 
CCTV cameras addressing by providing extreme detection accuracy within 2-4m (Pin-Point).

Typical applications are:

 3 Transportations: Airports and Seaports 

 3 Energy: Power generation and distribution plants, wind and solar farms 

 3 Oil&Gas: extraction plants, refineries and LNG terminals 

 3 Government: Borders, Correctional facilities and Sensitive Buildings

 3 Defense: Military and Navy bases



PIDS

Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems

PIDS detect intruders as soon as a protected area is entered and therefore before intruders are able to gain 
access to people or valuable objects and assets.

PIDS in conjunction with Video surveillance systems, provide  a primary and fundamental layer of security by 
monitoring suspicious activities nearby perimeter boundaries.

PIDS need to be resilient enough not only to withstand outdoor weather conditions, but also reliable enough 
to detect intrusion during harsh environmental conditions. This is due largely to many ungovernable factors 
such as: wind, rain, fog, snow, standing water, blowing debris, random animal activities, as well as other sources 
including radio transmission interferences.



peridect 

Pin Point fence PIDS PERIDECT offers the solution for a precise and effective perimeter protection, particularly 
for  medium-large sensitive sites such as industrial plants, airports and military bases. 

PERIDECT makes use of digital piezo electric sensors to effectively detect vibrations caused by mechanical 
stimulation arising from attempts (climbing, cutting, lifting) to overcome boundary fences. PERIDECT is an 
entirely autonomous system and can precisely detect intrusion locations within fence panels (usually between 
2-4m). Each detector contains a piezoelectric element supported by micro-processor-based signal processing  
allowing precise invidual parameter settings.

For maximum adaptation to the environmental conditions affecting a particular fence, an individual setting of 
detectors of the PERIDECT system can be fine-tuned  accommodating all environmental implications at the 
site according to the customer’s requirements. PERIDECT  system’s unique functionality of “Differential Logic”  
additionally significantly reduces false alarms caused by bad weather conditions (heavy rain, strong winds 
and hail).

Advantages and Benefits 

 3 Exact identification of the place and type of an intrusion 

 3 Independent adjustment of each Detection Sensor

 3 Very low false alarm rate caused by environmental factors (wind, traffic, etc.) thanks to the application of 

“Differential Logics”

 3 Easy integration into central security systems and CCTV via HyperPower™or direct communication to PTZ 

cameras via Control Unit

 3 Simple installation (supplied pre-connected), repair and maintenance 

 3 Long life cycle – smart and simple construction, no moving components 

 3 Suitable for different types of fencing

pin point solution



Technologies for your safety

Perimeter Detection System 

Perimeter detection system PERIDECT+ is especially 
designed to protect the security of an area or objects against 
an intrusion of unauthorized persons. The system can be 
installed on all common types of fencing (e.g. traditional 
mesh, welded wire mesh in rolls, welded fence panels, 
top fence extensions) and non-standard fencing (fence of 

metal plates, welded decorative fences). In addition to the 
Standard version a more resistant version is also available 
(the Antivandal version). It can be also installed inside the 
posts of the fence structures (Hidden version) and below 
the surface e.g. under the walk detection plates.



main features

 3 Connecting up to 500 detectors per one line controller – this feature allows securing easily large perimeter 

up to 1500 m (for 3 m panels). It is possible to use two line controllers in one place and then up to 3000 m 

can be safeguarded.

 3 Redundant option – at this connection the line controller is connected to the detection line on each side. One 

controller (Master) communicates with the detection line in a standard way and the second one (Slave) as a 

backup monitors the detection line operation. In case of a communication interruption between the Master 

controller and some of the detectors (e.g. when cutting the line) the Slave controller takes over the control 

of the detectors from the other side of the line.

 3 Extended temperature range – Suitable for extreme environments with temperatures from -55°C up to +85°C. 

 3 Galvanic line separation – each detection line is galvanically separated from the evaluation unit, which 

provides the increased resistance to interference. 

 3 Direct integration into HyperPower Alarm and Event management platform which enables to display the 

exact place of the intrusion and control the communication with other systems. Alternatively PERIDECT+ 

programmable outputs can be connected into standard security control panels similarly as a standard 

sensor. In such a case the groups of the detectors are usually combined into relevant outputs and the system 

detects alarms from individual arbitrarily defined zones.

peridect plus®

Technologies for your safety

Perimeter Detection System 

Perimeter detection system PERIDECT+ is especially 
designed to protect the security of an area or objects against 
an intrusion of unauthorized persons. The system can be 
installed on all common types of fencing (e.g. traditional 
mesh, welded wire mesh in rolls, welded fence panels, 
top fence extensions) and non-standard fencing (fence of 

metal plates, welded decorative fences). In addition to the 
Standard version a more resistant version is also available 
(the Antivandal version). It can be also installed inside the 
posts of the fence structures (Hidden version) and below 
the surface e.g. under the walk detection plates.

Peridect+ has been designed to protect medium-large scale sites, as with just one control unit and two line 
controllers connected is able to monitor up to 3km of perimeter.



system components

Control Unit (FENCUP)

 3 Modular Industrial Computer

 3 IP (TCP/IP) connection 

 3 Manages 2 Line Controllers FENLCP (500+500DSP)

 3 Connects to HyperPower™ via TCP/IP

 3 Connects to I/O Ethernet modules (FENIOP)

 3 Connects to PTZ cameras via TCP/IP (Optionally via  RS485)

Remote I/O Module (FENIOP)

 3 The output module contains two double balanced  inputs and 

16 relays with switching contacts. It is controlled by the control 

unit FENCUP in the evaluation unit via Ethernet interface

 3 Ethernet or RS485 Connecitons

 3 Expansion Modules available

Line Controller (FENLCP)

 3 Line module for communication with detection line 

 3 Galvanic separation of detection line

 3 Manages up to 500 detectors (DSP) + other modules (FENLIP 

Input modules and FENLPP Overvoltage protectors)

 3 Connected to FENCUP via RS232

Detection Sensor (FENDSP)

 3 Addressable 

 3 UV Resistant Polycarbonate Cover

 3 Remote Settings

 3 Powered via data cable

Line Input (FENLIP)

 3 2x Balanced Input

 3 Fitting in any place within Detection Line

Line Protector (FENLPP)

 3 Overvoltage Line Protector 

 3 Recommended every 50 FENDSP



system components CONNECTIONS
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peridect® hyperpower™ sms

for small applications
SUPPORTED 
FENCES

II Chain-link 
II Light welded mesh
II Concertina
II Welded Mesh
II Palisade
II Hyper structured

typical 
applications

II Industrial
II Residential
II Small remote sites

PERIDECT is the ideal solution for small-medium scale applications which require high level of security but 
not necessarily pin point detection.

In fact Peridect, which could be connected to SICURIT management platform via a dedicated network interface, 
can be also easily directly connected to any third party conventional control panel through 10 O.C. outputs, 
with the possibility to assign to each output (zone) any number of DSP (Detection Sensors) with maximum 
flexibility. Peridect control unit (FENCEN) is able to manage up to 246 DSP (up to ca. 750m of perimeter fence) 
and 8 I/O modules connectable in any place within the detection line, keep featuring independent adjustment 
of each sensor and very low false alarm rate caused by environmental factors thanks to the application of 
“Differential Logic”

Up to 246 sensors for each FENCEN  

Up to 8 I/O modules  10 O.C. Outputs
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II Alarm monitoring & System diagnostic



hyperpower™ sms

Powerful graphic unit interface

HyperPower™ employs advanced software technology to enable the system easily handling the huge amount 
of data received from its peripherals. System administrators can easily configure arm/disarm functions, user 
codes, time zone access, level of access, user group and touch screen terminals time restrictions and define 
any kind of alarm reactions. 

High resolution images based on satellite pictures, sitemaps and CAD drawings  can be easily incorporated 
as well as text acknowledgment and real-time active icons that clearly indicates device location and status.

II Alarm monitoring & System diagnostic

II HyperPower main integrations with VMS/PSIM

SDK
Server

CMH9000

I/O module

LAN IP

RS232

DRY CONTACT

RS485

HyperPower™ is a Windows® based security management system (SMS) that provides to security operators 
a clear tool for properly managing the data coming from all SICURIT perimeter solutions and any third party 
integrated devices. 

Key Benefits

II Built on a client-server architecture which offers a central shared database between multiple clients
II Displays precise intrusion alarm locations and information
II Fully interactive mapping with secure communications and simple graphical configuration 
II Complete diagnostic supervision of SICURIT IP Native barriers Absolute PRO™ and Avantgarde™ 
II Supports dry contacts and digital input/output connections via RS485 or IP interfaces
II Supports remote touch-screen terminals and access control devices
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